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Dear Friends of the comic and digital culture,

Internet policy issues that determine the future of our digital so-
ciety are often complicated and difficult to understand - espe-
cially for politicians, journalists and decision-makers.

Fortunately, this completely differs in the parallel universe of the 
LEAGUE OF INTERNET VILLAINS. Here, the "bad guys" can be 
recognized easily.    

These beggars are: the armor-headed AGENT A.C.T.A., the chimera-like 
T.R.O.Y aka "Federal Trojan", the nano talented DEEP PACKET INTRU-
DER, the mind reading and manipulative CENSOR, the spamigation 
lawyer and patent troll LAWSUIT LIZARD and ANTI-NEUTRON – the 
offspring of a completely control-addicted and unfree Internet. Above 
all, there hovers, as a clandestine surveillance instance, the ALL-
SEEING-EYE, that tries to push itself through in form of data retention.

But there are also some good superheroes: These defenders of li-
berty are the bundling of positive emotions and energies INIT and the 
ninja-like DÆMON, who commands myriads of autonomous mini-
robots. They respectively represent the net politics and the hacktivi-
stic side of the net community.    

This comic is a gratitude for our friends and supporters out there.

Additionally, it should remind you that there is no need for super powers 
to defend the freedom of the Internet and the future of digital society.

Enjoy reading!

  
 Your

The LEAGUE OF Internet Villains

Text and graphics: Gregor Sedlag
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Wanna turn into a super hero bY Yourself?

Become a supporting member of Digitale Gesellschaft e. V.  
and contribute to our work against industry's lobby inte-
rests and for more civil rights. To be able to always counter 
the attacks of the villains, we need a stable funding base 
to continually act independent, flexible, and quick. 

https://digitalegesellschaft.de/foerdermitglied/
      

Together we stand

The Digitale Gesellschaft e. V.  fights against one-sided secu-
rity and copyright policies. We want to defend and expand fun-
damental rights as well as rights of freedom. We monitor what's 
happening in the field of tech politics – in Germany and Europe. 
We want to do strong campaigns and change something. 

Therefore we need your support. You neither have super po-
wers nor a costume? That doesn't matter – we can do it for you! 
Of course you can supports us with a one-time donation, too.

Unsere Kontodaten sind:

Digitale Gesellschaft e. V.
Konto-Nr: 1125012800 
BLZ: 430 609 67
IBAN: DE88430609671125012800 
BIC: GENODEM1GLS (44789 Bochum)

Digitale Gesellschaft e. V. · Schönhauser Allee 6/7 · 10119 Berlin 
info@digitalegesellschaft.de | @digiges auf Twitter
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